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Scaling Your Startup: Mastering the Four Stages from Idea to $10 BillionApress, 2019

	Know how your company can accelerate growth by not only tapping into new growth vectors, but also by adapting its organization, culture, and processes.

	

	To oversee growth from an idea to a company with billions in revenue, CEOs must reinvent many aspects of their company in anticipation of it reaching ever-higher revenues....
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Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach Featuring the InternetAddison Wesley, 2002
The most up-to-date introduction to the field of computer networking, this book's top-down approach starts at the application layer and works down the protocol stack. It also uses the Internet as the main example of networks.  This all creates a book relevant to those interested in networking today.   By starting at the application-layer and...
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Lean Enterprise: How High Performance Organizations Innovate at Scale (Lean (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2015

	
		How well does your organization respond to changing market conditions, customer needs, and emerging technologies when building software-based products? This practical guide presents Lean and Agile principles and patterns to help you move fast at scale—and demonstrates why and how to apply these methodologies throughout your...
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KeyShot 3D RenderingPackt Publishing, 2012


	KeyShot 3D Rendering is a quick startup guide designed for any beginners or

	professionals that want to create hyperrealistic images off their 3D models. The book

	contains various exercises that are specific to each chapter, which helps to clarify any

	concepts, definitions, or methods of usage that have been mentioned in the...
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6 Secrets to Startup Success: How to Turn Your Entrepreneurial Passion into a Thriving BusinessAMACOM, 2011

	You have always dreamed of skydiving, imagining yourself in a free

	fall, high above the earth, parachute ready to open with the pull of a

	rip cord.





	One day you decide to give it a try. You drive to the local airport

	and quickly spot the skydiving center at the edge of a wide airfield,

	far across a parking lot...
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University Startups and Spin-Offs: Guide for Entrepreneurs in AcademiaApress, 2014

	University Startups and Spin-Offs teaches university students, researchers, and educators the most effective strategies and tactics for launching their own startups from academic platforms with the backing of school programs, public grants, incubators, seed accelerators, and private partnerships in all parts of the world.

...
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Mac OS X Internals: A Systems ApproachAddison Wesley, 2006
Mac OS X was released in March 2001, but many components, such as Mach and BSD, are considerably older. Understanding the design, implementation, and workings of Mac OS X requires examination of several technologies that differ in their age, origins, philosophies, and roles.

Mac OS X Internals: A Systems...
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Webmin Administrator's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Welcome to Webmin Administrator's Cookbook. This book provides over a hundred practical recipes for solving real-world system administration tasks through a convenient tool called Webmin.

	

	Running an internet-connected private server used to be expensive and available mainly to larger companies who either hired...
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Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make DecisionsApress, 2014

	Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make Decisions may be one of the most important books any entrepreneur or manager in a small or medium-sized enterprise will read. It combines logical...
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Professional .NET Framework 2.0 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
As the .NET Framework and Common Language Runtime (CLR) continue to mature in terms of platform adoption, robustness, reliability, and feature richness, developers have an increasing need to understand the foundation on top of which all managed code runs. This book looks at the underlying platform commonalities that all developers can use,...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Snow Leopard EditionO'Reilly, 2009
What’s going on with the Mac these days?

Apple was the only computer company whose sales actually increased during the recession. The Mac’s market share has tripled since 2005. And Mac how-to book sales are up about 35 percent over two years ago (woo-hoo!).

And then there’s the most significant statistic of...
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Oracle Database 10g New Features (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004
King wasn't a DBA, but he might have been. Technology, and particularly the DBA world, has been about change in the last several years. Each year, with a new software release here or a new operating system release there, we have to contend with changes. DBAs are a special lot because we really have to understand all those layers to some...
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